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A digital meeting for a digital project
WHAT’S UP?
✓ We are writing
Educator Notes
for our AR and
360º productions

In the first week of February, we got together for a joint staff training week. What
would have been a most wonderful week in Coventry, United Kingdom, was, in the end,
a virtual conference in which all partners from all 5 countries shared their experience,
outputs, knowledge and enthusiasm. Though the partners did not have the possibility
to physically meet, such fact was not an obstacle to us. Our host, Coventry University,
did a marvellous job in preparing an exciting week. As digital-savvy individuals, we

✓ Online conference to
happen very soon!

embraced the best of online conferences and had some guests joining us, including
people from our own institutions, our local working groups, and university teachers
who were interested in learning more about the project, who, otherwise, would not be

✓ The ViRAL curriculum
is almost ready for
piloting

able to attend. We learnt a lot and our discussions were fructiferous.
All in all, we are now ready to work towards the conclusion of the project and look
forward to sharing our outputs with the community that has been supporting and
following ViRAL since its inception.

The joint-staff training week in pictures

Stadtarchiv Dornbirn main VR production by E-learning
Studios – outside the building

Inside the building

(also… we’re on Facebook! Follow us)
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Zooming in – Artwork “The Tower of Babel” by Pieter
Bruegel the Elder

A virtual helper that answers our questions

Sharing our quests

Dr. Bianca Wright’s tutorial on “Telling stories in 360º”

Dr. Jacqueline Cawston’s lecture on “A
look at the Future of Museum Heritage”

Talking about AR with Holly Turpin, Coventry University

The Muzej Slavonije shares their
production with the partners

Stadtarchiv Dornbirn case study on their
Urban Development Educational Trail
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